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St. Petersburg

EuMIC04
EuMIC Opening Session
Chair:  Ingmar Kallfass, EuMIC 2017 Chair
Co-Chairs: Georg Boeck, EuMIC 2017 TPC Chair and Friedel Gerfers, EuMIC 2017 Secretary 

10:50 - 11:10
Welcome Address
Opening of the European Microwave Integrated 
Circuits Conference 2017
Ingmar Kallfass, EuMIC 2017 Chair

11:10 - 11:50
Silicon is the New Steel: The Bad and the Great
Tom Lee, Stanford University

Steel transformed civilization in the 20th century, shifting from high-tech material to commodity 
in the process, just as textiles had before steel. Silicon is undergoing an analogous transition, 
becoming a commodity as the action shifts from circuits to systems. This talk will identify the 
multiple convergent trends that are impelling us toward the terascale age, and argue that these 
present historic opportunities and monumental challenges that extend from DC to the millimeter 
wave. Solving these problems will complete the transition of silicon from today's ubiquity, to the 
invisibility that marks a truly successful technology. Silicon is the new steel.

11:50 - 12:30
III-V MOSFET Technologies and Devices
Lars-Erik Wernersson, Lund University

III-V device technology is an enabler for high-performance electronics. The advantageous 
transport properties and the wide range of heterostructure design possible have generated 
devices with fmax performance above 1 THz. The material properties allow us to design the 
transistor channel characteristics, but also the transistor layout has been optimized to reduce 
the parasitics. Combined, III-V technology offers advantages in terms of noise performance, 
linearity, and power capability, what is essential for high-performance electronics. In particular at 
millimeter wave frequencies, these properties are critical for radar and communication systems.

For consumer applications and cost-sensitive markets, integration of III-V technology on cheap 
Si substrates and fabrication on large scale wafers with CMOS-compatible processes are 
attractive. It will save cost, reduce the use of scarce materials, an also make the technology 
available for larger market segments. It will also facilitate future system integration to further 
improve performance. However, critical challenges that needs consideration include the materials 
integration of III-Vs on Si as well as the complementary functionality and the III-V MOSFET 
performance. The introduction of the dielectric gate isolation is essential to improve the transistor 
scalability and to reduce the gate leakage. 

III-V nanowires offers a path for integration of high-performance MOSFETs on Si. Due to the 
confined geometry, defects are less likely to propagate to the transistor channel and to deteriorate 
the transistor performance. The nanowire geometry further provides improved electrostatic 
control what is essential for device scaling and for reduction of the impact of interface defects. 
Besides, radial strain relaxation allows for novel heterostructure design combining materials with 
strong lattice mismatch and allowing further freedom in transistor optimization. 

Lateral and vertical III-V MOSFETs both have demonstrated a very rapid increase in performance 
over the last few years. With a maturing technology, both gm and fmax is increasing steadily. The 
transistor off-state current levels are decreasing and the 1/f-noise characteristics are improving. 
III-V and SiGe MOSFET co-integration strategies are developed as well as all-IIII-V CMOS 
technology being established. Combined, the progress is suggesting benefits for millimeter wave 
applications as will be outlined in this presentation.
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12:40 - 13:20

Kiew

EuMIC14
Foundry Session
Chair: Massimo C. Comparini, Telespazio, Italy 
& France
Co-Chair: Michael Schlechtweg, Fraunhofer 
Institute for Solid State Physics IAF

Several key representatives of RF and microwave 
semiconductor foundries will give short 
presentations of their foundry capabilities with 
respect to the impact of advanced GaN, GaAs 
and silicon technologies for military and Space, 
as well as civilian applications in sensing and 
communication. This includes details of current 
fully-released and commercially available 
processes and processes in development. There 
will also be an opportunity for questions and 
answers during this interactive forum.

TUESDAY

Tokio

EuMW01
EuMW/EuMC Opening Session
Chair:  Arne Jacob, EuMW 2017 General Chair
Co-Chair: Matthias Hein, EuMC 2017 Chair

10:50 - 12:40    

10:50 
Welcome Address
Opening of the European Microwave Week 2017
Arne Jacob, EuMW 2017 General Chair
Robert Weigel, EuMW 2017 Honorary Chair

EuMA Welcome Address
Wolfgang Heinrich, EuMA President

Greetings from IEEE MTT-S
Dylan Williams, IEEE MTT-S President

Opening of the European Microwave Conference 2017
Matthias Hein, EuMC 2017 Chair

11:10 
5G: The True Enabler of the Internet-of-Things
Bruno Jacobfeuerborn, CTO, Deutsche Telekom AG, and CEO, Deutsche Funkturm GmbH

5G is a phenomenon. All around the globe operators are announcing their roll-out plans, but nearly 
everytime the defi nition of 5G sounds a little bit different. After 2G to 4G, for the fi rst time, not the user 
is in the focus, but use cases. Today people are connected in principle – tomorrow everything that can be 
connected, will be connected. However, things have completely different demands than users of fl esh 
and blood. To create an ultra-fl exible, integrated infrastructure capable of satisfying all these different 
demands is only one of the challenges of the 5G era. How can operators meet the capacity demands 
inherent to 5G networks without sacrifi cing customer quality-of-experience? New wireless backhauls 
will leverage traditional microwave bands, enhancing them, introducing higher modulation schemes, 
and taking advantage of spectral-effi ciency techniques such as line-of-sight MIMO or in-band full duplex 
communication.  But 5G is much more than just the next mobile radio standard.

11:45 
Awards Ceremony
Alexander Yarovoy, EuMA Awards Chair

EuMA Outstanding Career Award
EuMA Distinguished Service Award

12:05  
From RF Signals to Smart Sensor Solutions
Reinhard Ploss, CEO, Infi neon Technologies AG

Major innovations are under way in the automotive segment as well as in many consumer and industrial 
applications – many of them driven by semiconductor RF sensing solutions. Radar technology is one of 
the enabling technologies for autonomous driving. Moving forward, radar solutions will support new 
types of human-machine-interface, a smarter situational control in everyday situations and though 
enable completely new use cases of contextual awareness. One key advantage of RF sensing over optical 
solutions is the capability to track individual persons or objects while protecting privacy and personal data. 
RF sensing is a fundamental technology on the way to smart buildings and cities supporting solutions like 
smart doors, or smart street lights providing added value to individual users and operators – i.e. city and 
traffi c administration, electricity providers – or the society in general. To form smart sensor solutions, not 
only the effective RF signal processing in hardware is instrumental, but also software algorithms combining 
big data, machine learning, and artifi cial intelligence. Based on key enabling infrastructures, agreed security 
standards and a solid use-case understanding, market success is built on a an intelligent combination of 
these technologies, providing value to the community. The keynote will illustrate key benefi ts based on use 
cases and the required composition of the system.

12:40  
End of Session
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St. Petersburg

EuMIC15
EuMIC Closing Session
Chair: Ingmar Kallfass, EuMIC 2017 Chair
Co-Chairs: Georg Boeck, EuMIC 2017 TPC Chair and Friedel Gerfers, EuMIC 2017 Secretary

16:10 - 16:50 
The Path to Global Connectivity – Wireless 
Communication enters the Next Generation
Josef Hausner, Intel Deutschland

As mobile broadband (MBB) technologies evolve, devices need to support increasing bandwidth 
with multiple frequencies and dramatically exploding data rates. New air interfaces in 5G will 
show once again the gain in data rates as we have seen from 2G, to 3G, to HSPA, to LTE, and 
LTE advanced. These technologies in a single device provide the best possible services with 
great user experience to all people no matter where they are.  Developing the next generation 
takes advantage of higher density in analog and digital silicon circuitry to enable low cost 
high performance solutions.  Next to those MBB systems, massive and reliable machine-type 
communications – also known as the Internet of Things – will get developed under the umbrella 
of 5G technologies. This talk will elaborate on challenges of related radio and semiconductor 
technologies, and highlight architectural breakthroughs to enable next generation solutions for 
global connectivity.

16:50 - 17:20 
EuMIC Awards Ceremony
Ingmar Kallfass, EuMIC 2017 Chair
Michal Mrozowski, EuMW 2017 Awards Chair

Rohde&Schwarz Address
EuMIC Prize
EuMIC Young Engineer Prize

GaAs Association Address
GaAs Association Student Fellowships

17:20 - 17:30 
Closing of the EuMIC 2017
Ingmar Kallfass, EuMIC 2017 Chair

17:30 - 17:40 
Invitation to EuMIC 2018 in Madrid
Teresa M. Martín Guerrero, EuMIC 2018 Chair

16.10 – 17.50
TUESDAY

Kiew Prag

EuMC08
GaN-Based Power 
Amplifiers
Chair: Giovanni Ghione, Politecnico di Torino
Co-Chair: Olof Bengtsson, Ferdinand-
Braun-Institut, Leibniz-Institut fuer 
Hoechstfrequenztechnik

EuMC09
Integrated Antennas - 
Technology and Design
Chair: Bart Smolders, Eindhoven University of 
Technology - TU/e
Co-Chair: Jan Hesselbarth, University of Stuttgart

EuMC08-1
Two Stage 4 – 8 GHz, 5W 
GaN-HEMT Amplifier
Stefan May, Daniel Maassen, Felix Rautschke, 
Georg Boeck, Technical University of Berlin

EuMC09-1
Scan Loss Mitigation via 
Subarrays. A Full-Scale 
Concept Demonstrator
Fannush Shofi Akbar1, Leonardus Ligthart2, 
Gamantyo Hendrantoro1, Ioan Lager2, 1Institut 
Teknologi Sepuluh Nopember, 2Delft University of 
Technology

EuMC08-2
Reconfigurable Packaged 
GaN Power Amplifier 
Using Thin-Film BST 
Varactors
Sebastian Preis1, Felix Lenze2, Alex Wiens2, Rolf 
Jakoby2, Wolfgang Heinrich1, Olof Bengtsson1, 
1Ferdinand-Braun-Institut, Leibniz-Institut fuer 
Hoechstfrequenztechnik, 2Technische Universität 
Darmstadt

EuMC09-2
Utilization of Protruded 
Resonators to Design a 
Miniaturized Slot Antenna 
with Dual Band-Notched 
Characteristic for UWB 
Communications
Rahim Hajaligogani, Gazi University

EuMC08-3
Extended Operation of 
Class-F Power Amplifiers 
Using Input Waveform 
Engineering
Elisa Cipriani1, Paolo Colantonio1, Franco 
Giannini1, Antonio Raffo2, Valeria Vadalà2, Gianni 
Bosi2, Giorgio Vannini2, 1University of Rome Tor 
Vergata, 2University of Ferrara

EuMC09-3
240 GHz Antenna Integrated 
on Low-Cost Organic 
Substrate Packaging 
Technology Targeting 
High-Data Rate sub-THz 
Telecommunication
Elsa Lacombe1,2, Frederic Gianesello2, Cyril Luxey1, 
Heiko Gulan3, Thomas Zwick3, Aimeric Bisognin2,1, 
Diane Titz1, 1University of Nice Sophia-Antipolis, 
2STMicroelectronics, 3Karlsruhe Institute of Technology

EuMC08-4
Built-in AM/AM and AM/
PM Distortion Study of 
Generalized Symmetrical 
Doherty Amplifier
Hao-Yu Liu, Xiao-Hu Fang, Kwok-Keung M. 
Cheng, The Chinese University of Hong Kong

EuMC09-4
3D Monocone Antenna 
with an Integrated Feed
Deepak Shamvedi1, Oliver McCarthy1 2, Eoghan 
O’ Donoghue1 2, Paul O’ Leary1, Ramesh 
Raghavendra1 2, 1Waterford Institute of 
Technology, 2SEAM Research Centre

EuMC08-5
A 10 W S-Band Power 
Amplifier for Future 5G 
Communication
Sebastian Drews, Felix Rautschke, Daniel 
Maassen, Chi Thanh Nghe, Georg Boeck, 

Technische Universität Berlin

EuMC09-5
Properties of Antennas 
Made with Sprayed 
Selective Silver 
Metallization
Michael Petisme, Arnaud Jammes, Koen Staelens, 

Jet Metal Technologies

16:10 - 16:30
16:30 - 16:50

16:50 - 17:10
17:10 - 17:30

17:30 - 17:50
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St. Petersburg

EuRAD01
EuRAD Opening Session
Chair:  Martin Vossiek, EuRAD 2017 Chair
Co-Chairs: Nils Pohl, EuRAD 2017 TPC Chair, and Peter Knott,EuRAD 2017 Secretary

08:30 - 08:40 
Welcome Address
Opening of the European Radar Conference 2017
Martin Vossiek, EuRAD 2017 Chair

08:40 - 09:20
The Renaissance in Radar Remote Sensing - Our New Vision 
for Earth and the Planets
Paul Rosen, Section Manager, NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory

The age of spaceborne radar remote sensing was born in 1978 with the launch of SEASAT, an experimental satellite 
carry an array of microwave instruments – a radiometre, an altimetre, and a synthetic aperture radar.  Designed and 
built by NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, SEASAT demonstrated in its short lifespan the uniqueness and utility of 
radar’s all-weather day/night capabilities and led to a sustained and accelerating international growth in the number 
and variety of radar instruments that are orbiting Earth and the planets. Unlike optical sensors, radar sees the electrical 
and structural properties of an object and therefore give us a view of worlds that is quite different from our everyday 
experience.  With wavelengths that span a range from millimetres to kilometres, radars can scatter from ice crystals 
in clouds as well as penetrate deep into ice crusts of planetary objects.  Spacefaring nations consider Earth imaging 
radar to be critical to their scientific and operational needs, and a growing number of systems are being launched 
around the world.  The volume of radar data being acquired of Earth is growing rapidly as the benefits of continuous 
time-series around the globe are becoming apparent. Sophisticated techniques in change detection and quantitative 
geodesy using interferometric and polarimetric methods are revolutionising the fields of solid earth science, glaciology, 
and ecosystems science, among others.  Radar altimetres operationally measure ocean topography, mm-wavelength 
radar sounders profile cloud and precipitation, and scatterometres determine ocean winds. These data are becoming 
essential climate records, with a scientific imperative for continuing measurements.
With the availability of low-cost space-qualified digital hardware, radars are becoming more flexible, more capable, 
and less expensive per unit area observed. Along with the standardisation of cubesats and small spacecraft, many 
companies are now planning dense constellations of radar satellites to feed the growing commercial market for radar 
imagery.  In addition to that facility-class missions are becoming more capable and flexible collecting petabytes of data 
each year. This will only grow in the future.
NASA/JPL has been engaged in Earth and planetary spaceborne radar instrument design and development for fifty 
years, nearly since the beginning of the space program. Given NASA’s science-driven research portfolio, these radar 
systems over the years have adapted and responded to the evolving US scientific and programmatic priorities for 
earth and planetary observations. In this talk, an overview of the major developments in spaceborne radar systems 
will be presented, with some emphasis on NASA/JPL missions.  The talk will highlight the intersections of science 
and innovation in spaceborne radar developments, including some of the most interesting science and technology 
achievements obtained over the years, and describe upcoming initiatives that support future directions in Earth and 
planetary observations.

09:20 - 10:00
Space Surveillance and Tracking: Operational Setup and Needs
Gerald Braun, Head of Space Situational Awareness Department, German Space Administration, Director (civ.) 
German Space Situational Awareness Center

The Space Strategy of the German Government sets the scene for the build-up and operation of a national Space 
Situational Awareness (SSA) capability. In 2011 the German Federal Ministry of Defence and the Federal Ministry 
for Economic Affairs and Energy signed an agreement to establish and develop a dual operational SSA centre. The 
activity was delegated to the German Airforce and the German Space Administration. Since the start of the activity 
end of 2011 considerable progress has been made. The German Space Situational Awareness Center (GSSAC) has 
taken up operational service provision in 2016. A R&D strategy to determine operational SSA requirements has been 
established, and key activities in the military and civil domains have been synchronised and started. Furthermore, 
between 2015 and 2017 Germany co-initiated and has been leading the European SST Support Framework, the 
joint civil-military effort of five European member states which forms the base of a future an operational European 
operational SST capability.

10:00 - 10:10
EuRAD 2017 Forecast
Nils Pohl, EuRAD 2017 TPC Chair
Peter Knott, EuRAD 2017 Secretary

08:30 - 10:10

WEDNESDAY
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St. Petersburg

EuRAD16
EuRAD Closing Session
Chair: Nils Pohl, EuRAD 2017 TPC Chair
Co-Chairs: Martin Vossiek, EuRAD 2017 Chair, and Peter Knott, EuRAD 2017 Secretary

13:50 - 15:30 

12:20 - 13:50 
Buffet Lunch

13:50 - 14:30
Radar Systems: a New Emerging Market for Consumer 
and Industrial Applications
Ludger Verweyen, Senior Director RF Mobile, Infineon Technologies AG

Internet retailers are now targeting to ship goods within 30 minutes via the air to the customer, using 
drones. The idea of replacing the ground delivery service for consumer business by unmanned vehicles 
could only be conceived by disruptive changes in radar systems in size, weight and power consumption, 
and their tremendous cost reduction. 
Only 20 years ago, radar systems were bulky, heavy and manually assembled with primary use in 
defense applications. The vision of autonomous cruise control in automotive applications enforced the 
development of integrated mmW-circuits initially on compound semiconductors and later on silicon, 
resulting in smaller system form factors at less expensive overall costs. Awkward assembly technologies 
with cavities on expensive RF PCB materials were required to mount the dies on a board with minimum 
RF performance impact of the bondwires. The growth into higher volumes only became possible by using 
industry standard plastic packages for multi-channel radar front-ends, with the only remaining RF interface 
towards the antennas and the IF as analog or digital signal. In a next development step on system level, 
the standard packages were also assembled on FR4 as low cost PCB material together with the DSP and 
other components. 
With the evolution of higher monolithic integration and the implementation into industry standard 
packages, costs, size, weight and power consumption of radar components were significantly reduced. 
Radar sensors became competitive to other sensor technologies, such as passive infrared sensors (PIR), 
but provided more sophisticated sensing to industrial applications and now also to consumer applications. 
In street lighting systems, the light can be turned on and off, dependent on a pedestrian approaching or 
departing, and with even more sophisticated signal processing, the radar system can distinguish between 
an animal or a human being and then keep the lights off. In gauge level systems, radar sensors can do the 
job in even more adverse chemical environment. More and more potential of the sensor capabilities can 
only be exploited with adequate data processing and algorithms, being a new field for further research 
activities. 
In the presentation, we will show new use cases of radar systems, compare them with competing sensor 
technologies and identify future requirements to the technical capabilities.

14:30 - 14:50
EuRAD Awards Ceremony
Peter Knott, EuRAD 2017 Secretary
Michal Mrozowski, EuMW 2017 Awards Chair

EuRAD Best Paper Award
EuRAD Young Engineer Prize

14:50 - 15:00
Closing of EuRAD 2017
Martin Vossiek, EuRAD 2017 Chair

Invitation to EuRAD 2018
Mateo Burgos Garcia, EuRAD 2018 Chair
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